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Corresponding to an arbitrary control system, described by a con
trol vector field /,and to a submanifold S of the state space, the 
notion of projected control system off on S is introduced. Under a 
natural transversality hypothesis off to a fixed submanifold A, local 
controllability along a reference solution is established for the pro
jected control system of f on every submanifold S which is directed 
transversally to A in an appropriate sense. This controllability prop
erty is shown to be generic with respect to the initial data, the vector 
field f and the submanifold A. 

1. Introduction 

Let J and V represent throughout the paper an open interval in R and an 

open subset V of the Euclidean space Rn, respectively. We are concerned with 

a nonlinear control system 

x(t) = f(t, x(t), u(t)) for a.e. t E J, (1) 

where the state variable x belongs to V and the control u is in L: ( J) . Here 

L'6:,(J) stands for the Banach space, under the essential-supremum norm, of 
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all (equivalence classes of) measurable, essentialy bounded functions from J 

into Rm. The mapping f: J x V x Rm --+ Rn is supposed to be of class Ck, 

k ~ 1. In this case there exists a unique, maximal, absolutely continuous 

solution x(t) = x(t, t 0 , x0 , u) of (1) satisfying the initial condition x(to) = x0 . 

Moreover, the solution x(t) is of class Ck with respect to all variables (t, t0 , x0 , u) 
(cf. , e.g., [1]-[3]). 

Consider now an arbitrary (embedded) Ck+1 submanifold S of Rn included 

in V. We describe a general procedure of inducing from (1) a control system on 

S. In doing this we employ the geometric notion of projection-valued function 

used frequently in differential geometry, esspecially in the studies of connections 

on differentiable manifolds (see [4] and the references herein). For standard 

terminology concerning the differentiable manifolds we refer to [5]-[7]. 
To this aim we proceed as follows. The tangent bundle T S of S is a Ck vector 

subbundle of the trivial bundle S x Rn over S. Thus there exists a projection

Jued function on S which simply means a Ck bundle map P 5 : S x Rn--+ TS 

assigning smootly to each point x E S a projection operator 

(2) 

which maps Rn onto the tangent space TxS of S at x. Various examples of 

projection-valued functions (2) are given in [4]. They are generally constructed 

by means of a Ck partition of unity on S. A projection-valued function P 5 yields 

naturally a control system on the submanifold S (this is said to be projected by 

(1) on S) as it is shown below. 

Proposition 1 Let the control system {1) 1 having controls in L~(J) 1 be de

fined by a Ck mapping f: J x V x Rm --+ Rn 1 k ~ l. IfS is a Ck+ 1 submanifold 

of Rn contained in V which is endowed with a Ck projection-valued function 

P 5 on S 1 then the mapping jB: J x S x Rm --+ TS defined by 

f 5 (t,x,w) = P 5 (x)f(t,x,w), (t,x,w) E J x V X Rn, (3) 

is a Ck control vector field on S. The corresponding control system on S 

y(t) = f 5 (t, y(t), u(t)), for a.e . t E J, (4) 

with controls in L';;(J) 1 is thus well-defined. It is termed to be projected by {1) 
on S. 
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PROOF. In view of (2), P 5 (x) takes value in T:r:S for everyx E S. Therefore 

one has 

f 5 (t,x,w)ET:r:S forall (t,x,w)EJxVxRm, 

so jS is a control vector field on the submanifold S (see [1]-[3]) . The Ck 

differentiability of f 5 follows from relation (3) because the mappings P 5 and f 
have the same property. 

The next corollary points out a relevant situation of projected control system. 

Corollary 1 The projected control vector field f 5 coincides with the restriction 

off to J X S X Rm if and only if, for every (t, w) E J X Rm, the vector field 

f(t, ·, w): V-+ Rn is tangent to S, i.e., 

f(t, x, w) E T:r:S for all x E S. 

PROOF. It is a direct consequence of (2) and (3). 

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the controllability properties of the 

projected control system (4) in connection with system (1). Corollary 1 shows 

that this problem can be regarded as an extension of the question of describing 

the controllability of system (1) in the submanifold S. We mention that the 

problem of the controllability in a prescribed region of the state space has been 

considered. Local controllability in a given cone is discussed, for example, in 

[8]. 
More precisely, we are concerned with local controllability of the projected 

control system ( 4) along a reference solution. This is a strong type of control

lability introduced by Hermes (9] . Notice that the Hermes' approach, base,d on 

the analiticity assumption ofthe control vector field with respect to the state 

variable, cannot be a'pplied to system ( 4) where only the ck differentiability, 

k 2: 1, is supposed. 

For the sakeof clarity we recall the notion of local controllability along, 

a reference solution in the case of the projected control system ( 4) . If ( t 0 , xo) 

is a fixed point in J x S and u is a fixed control in L':,(J) , let t -+ y(t) = 
y(t, t0 , x 0 , u) designate the unique, maximal, absolutely continuous solution of 

( 4) satisfying the initial condition 

y(to) = y(to, to, xo, u) = xo. (5) 

The attainable set A(t0 , x0 ; t) of system ( 4) from (to, x0 ) E J x S at timet E J, 
t > t 0 , is defined by 

A(to,xo;t) = {y(t,to,xo,u)lu E L':,(J) provided y(t,to,xo,u) exists}. (6) 
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More restrictively than (6), let us introduce, for each constant g > 0 and each 

control u0 , the following subset of A( to, xo; t) 

Ac,u0 (to,xo;t) = {y(t,to,xo,u) E A(to,xo;t)i llu- uoll < g}. (6') 

In (6'), as opposed to (6), only the small controls near uo are neaded. The 

control system ( 4) .is said to be locally controllable along a reference solution 

t ----+ y( t, t 0 , x0 , u) if the following condition is verified 

y(t , to, xo, u) E int A(to, xo, t) (7) 

for all t > to in the domain of y( ·, to, xo, u). Abreviation "int", used in (7), 
means the interior in the submanifold S . If instead of (7) we postulate 

y(t, to, Xo, u) E int Ac,u0 (to, xo; t), t >to, (7') 

for every g > 0, the system (4) is called locally controllable along the reference 

solution y(-, t 0 , x0 , u) by arbitrarily small controls. 

We treat local controllability along a reference solution by arbitrarily small 

controls . in the case of the projected control system ( 4) using essentially the 

transversality theory (see [5]-[7]). The main idea is to take into account the 

position of the control vector field f entering (1) relative to the submanifold S. 

The result obtained is stated in Theorem 1. It is important that Theorem 1 holds 

for all submanifolds S having at x 0 the same tangent space. This fixed position 

of the tangent space is determined by means of a "precised" submanifold A of 
Rn. 

Then, we study the genericity of the controllability property described in 

Theorem 1 relative to all parameters entering the initial value problem (4), (5). 

Recall that a property is called generic on a topological space X if it holds on 

a residual set, that is, on an intersection of a countable family of open dense 

subsets of X. Namely, we formulate in Theorem 2 an effectively computable 

sufficient condition in order that the controllability result of Theorem 1 be a 

generic property with respect to the initial data( to, x0). Then, Theorem 3 shows 

genericity of this controllability property with respect to the control vector field 

f taken as a parameter. The density and the openness in the generic result of 

Theorem 3 are considered relative to the (strong) Ck .Whitney topology on the 

set Ck(J x V x Rm;·Rn) ([6], [7]) under identification in Section 1 between the 

control system (1) and the corresponding control vector field f . Finally, in The

orem 4 a generic result on the controllability property of Theorem 1 with respect 
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to the Ck submanifold A is proved. The argument in proving Theorems 2-4 re

lies on the parametric transversality theorem, The Thorn transversality theorem 

and the Abraham's transversality theorem (see [5]-[7]). 
The use of the transversality theory in solving controllability problems ap

peared in different papers. For instance, Medved [10) studied the genericity 

of the complete controllability for linear parametrized control systems. Other 

applications of the transversality theory in different control problems have been 

given by the present author in [11)-[13]. 
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is devoted 

to the study of local controllability along a reference solution by arbitrarily 

small controls in the case of the projected systems ( 4) . Section 3 contains our 

generic results for the controllability property discussed in Section 2. Some final 

remarks are presented in Section 4. 

2. Local controllability along a reference solu

tion 

The following preliminary result will be useful in the sequel. 

Proposition 2 Let f: J X V X nm ~ nn be a Ck mapping, k ~ 1, let A be 

a Ck submanifold of nn and let (to, Xo, wo) be a point in J X V X nm with 

q = f(to,xo,wo) belonging to A. Then the vector spaces D 3f(t 0 ,x0 ,w0 )(Rm) 
and TqA are transverse in Rn, i.e., 

(8) 

if and only if for every Ck+1 submanifold S of V containing xo, endowed with 

a Ck projection-valued function P 8 such that 

(9) 

the projected control vector field JS: J X s X nm ~ TS introduced in (3) has 

a surjective partial derivative D3f8 (to, Xo, wo): nm ~ T:r:oS. 

PROOF. Notice that Proposition 1 ensures the existence of D3 f 8 (t 0 ,x0 ,w0 ) 

as a linear map from Rm into T:: 0 S. Let us first assume that equality (8) is 

satisfied. Applying the projection P 8 (x 0 ) to both sides of it and using (9) one 

gets 

(10) 
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Conversely, assume that relation (10) holds. Then, combined with (3), it 

implies 

In view of (9), this is just the equality (8) . The proof is complete. • 
Remark 1 Formula (8) expresses the transversality of the mapping f(t 0 , xo, ·): 

Rm --+ Rn to the Ck submanifold A of Rn at the point WfJ (cf. {5}-{7]). Con

ditions (8) and {9) imply the following restrictions on the dimensions of the 

manifolds 

dimA +dimS= n ~m+ dim'A (11) 

involved. Relation {11} imposes dimension restrictions in the application of the 

below Theorem 1. 

We state now our main result concerning the local controllability along a ref

erence solution by arbitrarily small controls of the projected system ( 4). 

Theorem 1 Let f: J x V x Rm --+ Rn be a Ck mapping with k ~ 1, let A 

be a Ck submanifold of Rn and let (to, xo, wo) be a point in J x V X Rm such 

that q = f(to, xo, wo) belongs to A and the transversality condition {8) is veri

fied. Then, ifS is a Ck+1 submanifold of V containing xo, endowed with a Ck 

projection-valued function P 5 satisfying {9 ), there exist positive constants 51 , 

52 such that the projected control system (4) is locally controllable along any 

reference solution t --+ y(t, t 0 , x 0 , u) by arbitrarily small controls provided the 

control u verifies the condition 

llu(t)- woll <51 for a.e. to < t <to+ 52. (12) 

PROOF ; Let S be a fixed Ck+1 submanifold of V as in the statement. Observe 

that it suffices to prove the existence of the constants 51 , 52 > 0 such that 

y(t, to, Xo, u) E int Ac,u(to, xo; t) (13) 

for all controls u satisfying (12), for all t with t 0 < t < t 0 + 52 and for all 

constants c > 0 (Notations in (13) are according to (6') and (7')). Indeed, let us 

suppose that (13) holds and let t be any instant in the domain of y(-, t0 , x0 , u). 
Choosing a time t1 with to< t1 < t 0 +52, we can write for an arbitrary control 
v the relation 

y(t, to, xo, v) . = y(t, t1, y(t1, to, xo, v), v) (14) 
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Since the mapping y(t,t1, ·,u) is·adiffeomorphism, the formulae (13) and (14) 

prove the claim. 

The assertion (13) is a local problem on the manifold S around the point 

x 0 . Hence, via a local chart of Sat x0 , we may suppose that 

S=RPnV, (15) 

where p = dimS -~ n and RP is identified to RP . x 0 C Rn. 

The hypotheses stated allow to apply Proposition 2 to deduce that 

D3 f 5 (t0 , x0 , w0 ) maps Rm onto T:coS =RP. Then there exist positive constants 

81, 82 such that. the solution t--+ y(t, to, xo, u) be defined on to ~ t <to+ 82 for 

each control u satisfying (12), and the below equality be verified 

(16) 

for every timet with t 0 -~ t < t 0 + 82 and every control u as in (12). 
Fix now a timet1 E J with t 0 ~ t1 <to+82 and a control u that verifies (12). 

It is well-known that the mapping y(t1, to, xo, · ): L~(J) --+ S is differentiable of 

class Ck, k ~ 1 (cf. [1]-[3], [14]). Under the identification (15), its derivative, 
which in fact equals D4 y(t1, t 0 , x0 , u): L~(J)-'-+ RP, is given by 

(17) 

where t--+ z(t) = z(t, t 0 , xo, u, v) denotes the solution of the initial valuepr.oblem 

i(t) ' .D2f5 (t, y(t, to, xo, u), u(t))z(t) + (18) 
s . 

+ Daf (t, y(t, to, xo, u), u(t))v(t) for a.e. to~ t <to+ 82 

z(to) 0. 

In (18) we have a time-dependent, linear control system. According to the 

criterion of the complete controllability (see [14, p. 186-187], or [15, p. 99]), 

system (18) is completely controllable on the closed interval t 0 ~ t ~ t1 if and 

only if the equality 

D3 f 5 (t,y(t,to,xo,u),u(t)f<I>(to,tfq = 0 for a.e. to~ t ~ t1, (19) 

with q E RP' implies q = 0. Here the superscript T means the matrix trans

pose, and <I>(t, s) denotes the fundamental matrix solution of the homogeneous 

linear system corresponding to (18) with <I>(s, s) equal identity. Using rela

tion (16), it follows readily that from (19) one obtains q = 0. Consequently, 

the complete controllability on t 0 ~ t ~ t1 of the linear control system (18) is 
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checked. By formula (17) this is equivalent to the surjectivity of the linear map 

D4y(t1,to,xo,u):L~(J)-+ RP. 

We are thus in a position to apply the Graves' theorem [16] to the C1 map

ping y(t 1 , t 0 , x 0 , ·): L~(J)-+ RP. The theorem quot~d ensures that the mapping 

y(t 1 , t 0 , x 0 , · ): L~(J)-+ S is locally open at any control u having property (12). 

This clearly implies the assertion (13) fort = t1, which concludes the proof. 

The example below describes a typical situation where Theorem 1 applies. 

Example 1 Consider the C1 control system (1) on the open set VC Rn with 

a fixed time interval J. Let ( t 0 , x 0 , w0 ) be a point in the domain of the mapping 

f: J X V x Rm -+ Rn and let A be the linear manifold A = f(to, Xo, wo) + E, 
where E is the orthogonal complement of the linear space D3 f(t 0 , x 0 , w0 )(Rm) 

in Rn. Letting S be an arbitrary C2 submanifold of V such that x0 E S and 

and letting P(x): Rn-+ TxS denotes the orthogonal projection for every x E S, 
Theorem 1 applies to the corresponding projected control system (4). 

3. Generic controllability via transversality 

As in the preceding sections, the nonlinear control system (1) is given by a Ck 

mapping f: J x V X Rm -+ Rn , k ~ 1, where J and V represent an open 

interv;tl of Rand an open subset of Rn, respectively, and the controls u belong 

to L~(J). 

For a fixed (possibly with boundary) Ck submanifold A of Rn and for a 

point (to, xo) E J x V, we are concerned with the below controllability property 

which expresses the conclusion of Theorem 1. 

(PJ,A,to,xo) For every point wo E Rm and for every (possibly with boundary) 

Ck+1 submanifold S of V endowed with a projection function P 5 provided x 0 E 

S, q = f(to, xo, wo) EA and formula (9) holds, there exist positive constants c51 

and 62 such that the projected control system ( 4) is locally controllable along 

any reference solution t -+ y(t, to, xo, it), with u satisfying (12), by arbitrarily 

small controls. 

(5). 

We refer to Section 1 for the meaning of all notions in the above formulation. 

Our first generic result deals with the change of the initial data (to, x0 ) in 
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Theorem 2 Assume that the Ck mapping f: J X V X Rm ---+ Rn and the Ck 

submanifold A of Rn satisfy the hypotheses 

(i) k > max(O, n + dimA - m); 

(ii) the mapping f is transverse to the submanifold A, that is, for every 

(t, x, w) E J x V x Rm with a = f(t, x, w) E A the following condition 

holds 

(20) 

Then the set GJ,A of all points (to, xo) E JxV admitting the property (PJ,A,to,xo) 

contains a residual set in J X V , so it is dense in J X V 
If the above holds and, in addition, the following condition 

(iii) the submanifold A is closed in Rn and the mapping (to, xo) E J x V ---+ 

f(t, x, ·) E Ck(Rm, Rn) is continuous with respect to the (strong) Ck Whit

ney topology on Ck(Rm, Rn), 

then G J,A contains an open dense subset of J x V 

PROOF. The assumptions (i) and (ii) assure that the parametric transversality 

theorem as stated in [7, p. 79-80], can be utilized for the mapping f taking the 

space of parameters to be J x V. It follows that the set of points ( t, x) E J x V 

with f(t, x, ·): Rm ---+ Rn transverse to the sumbanifold A includes a residual 

subset MJ,A of J x V . Hence, if (to , xo) is an arbitrary point of Mj,A, then 

equality (8) is valid for every woE Rm with q = f(to, xo, wo) EA. Theorem 1 

applies thus to any point in MJ,A, so MJ,A is included in G J,A. Therefore MJ,A 

is the residual set required in the first part of the theorem. 

After adding hypothesis (iii), the openness part of the parametric transver

sality theorem implies that the points ( t, x) for which f( t, x, ·): Rm ---+ Rn is 

transverse to A form an open subset of J x V . Because, as it was shown above, 

this set is contained in G /,A, the proof is complete. • 

Corollary 2 If the Ck mapping f: J X V x Rm ---+ Rn, with k satisfying con

dition (i) in Theorem 2, is a submersion, i.e., it has a surjective derivative 

Df(t, x, w): R X Rn X Rm---+ Rn at every point (t, x, w)·E J X V X Rm, then the 

conclusion of Theorem 2 is true for every Ck submanifold A of Rn. 

PROOF. It suffices to observe that the submersion hypothesis implies the validity 

of relation (20) for each Ck submanifold A of Rn . • 
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Remark 2 The explicit description of the continuity assumed in {iii) of the 

Theorem 2 requires the following: given any continuous and positive fun ction 

8: Rm ---+ R and any integer r with 0::; r::; k, one has 

IID3f(t, x, w)- D3f(s, y, w)ll < 8(w) for all wE Rm (21) 

whenever (s, y) is sufficiently close to (t, x) in J x V. In {21} notation D'[;f 

means the r-th order partial derivative off with respect to the third variable, 

while 11 · 11 stands for the norm of an r - multilinear map. 

Let us now vary in the problem (PJ,A,t o,ro) the vector field f besides the 

initial data: (to, xo). 

Theorem 3 Assume that the {possibly with boundary) Ck submanifold A of Rn 

verifies the condition {i) in Theorem 2. Then the set Ck(J x V x R.;., Rn) of all 

Ck mappings from J x:Y x Rm into Rn, endowed with the (strong) Ck Whitney 

topology, contains a residual subset FA consisting of mappings f such that the 

conclusion of Theorem 2 holds for the corresponding set G J,A. In particular, 

FA is a dense subset of Ck ( J x V x Rm, Rn ). Moreover, if A is closed in Rn, 

then FA is a dense open subset of Ck(J x V x Rm, Rn). 

PROOF. Denote by FA the set ofmappings in Ck(J x V x Rm,R~) which are 

transverse to the Ck submanifold A of Rn, that is, those mappin__gs that satisfy 

condition (ii) in Theorem 2. The (elementery) Thorn transversality theorem 
(see [7, p. 74]) implies that FA is residual in Ck(J x V x Rm,Rn). Applying 

Theorem 2 for each element of FA we obtain the first part of the result . The 

density of FA follows from the property of Ck ( J x V x Rm, Rn) to be a Baire 

space with respect to the (strong) Ck Whitney (see [7, p. 62]). In the case whe~ 

Ais closed, the openn~ss transversality theorem (see [5F-[7]) shows that FA is 

also open. This completes the proof. • 

We end this section with. a generic result concerning the case where A is 

changed smoothly in the problem (PJ ,A,to ,xo) within a suitable class of subman
ifolds. 

Let M denotes the smooth Banach manifold (in fact an open subset of a Ba

nach space) of all Ck functi:Us g: Rn ---+ RP, k ~ 1, with compact support and 

having · 0 E RP as a regular value. The topology of M is induced by the Ck 
topology on Ck ( Rn, RP). If g is an element of M, let us put 

(22) 
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Theorem 4 Assume that the mapping f: J X V X Rm --+ Rn is differentiable of 

class Ck with k > max(m + 1, 2n- m- p) . Then M contains a residual (hen ce 

dense) subset MJ satisfying the property: if g E MJ the set GJ,A with A given 

by {22}, as described ·in Theorem 2, fulfils the conclusion of Theorem 2. 

PROOF. Notice that A in (22) is a Ck submanifold of Rn, because 0 E RP 

is a regular value of g. It is straightforward to check the transversality of the 

mapping (g,t,x ,w) EM x J x V x Rm ""-+ g(f(t,x,w)) E RP to the one-point 

submanifold {0} C RP. Therefore the Abraham's transversality theorem ([5, 
p. 48]) may be invoked. We deduce that we can take Mj . to be the set of g EM 

so that · 0 E RP is a regular value of the composition gf. An easy calculation 

shows that the residual set M1 consists of those RP-valued functions g for which 

the mapping f is transverse to the corresponding submanifolds A (see (22)) . The 

result is now derived by applying. Theorem 2 to each submanifold A of Rn of 

type (22) with g E MJ. • 

Remark 3 Theorems 1-4 are valid, with obvious modifications in the state

ments, if the state space V is ·an n-dimensional differentiable manifold instead 

of an open set of Rn. Also, Theorems 1-4 remain essentially true if the control 

space Rm is replaced by a differentiable manifold. This is due to the fact that 

we use arbitrarily small controls and to the possibility of applying the Whitney 

embedding theorem. 

4. Concluding remarks 

A geometric method is described for inducing from a general control system (1) 

a new control system ( 4) (called projected) on a submanifold of the state space. 

The construction is based on the notion of projected-valued function (2). 

Under a general and effectively computable condition (8) one proves a cri

terion of local controllability along a reference solution, by arbitrarily small 

controls, for the projected control system (4). 

This controllability result can be regarded as the solution of a problem 

(PJ,A,ta,xa) which depends on the control vector field f of system (1), the sub

manifold A precising the position of the submanifold S on which one projects 

(1) and the initial condition (to, xo). Using the transversality theory one stud
ies the behaviour of the .controllability property of system ( 4) relative to all 

parameters entering the problem. One obtains in this way three generic results 
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corresponding to the specified parameters. The physical meaning of a such 

generic result is two fold: the property is stable with respect to small perturba

tions of the parameter (the openness part); (ii) each value of the parameter can 

be approximated by values satisfying the property (the density part). 
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Sterowalnosc rzutowanych uklad6~ sterowania 

W artykule wprowadzono poj~cie ukladu sterowania I rzutowego na S, okreslo

nego . dla dowolnego ukladu sterowania opisanego przez pole wektorowe sterowari 

I i dowolnej podrozmaitosci S przestrzeni stan6w. Przy naturalnym zalozeniu 
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o transwersalno8ci f wzgl~dem ustalonej podrozmaito8ci A wykazano lokalnlt

sterowalno6c wzdluz rozwie~,zania odniesieriia· dla rzutowego ukladu sterowania 

f na kazdej podrozmaito6ci S, kt6ra jest w okreslonyrn sensie skierowaria trans

wersalnie do A. Pokazano, ze wlasnosc sterowalno6ci jest generyczna wzgl~dem 

danych pocze~,tkowych, pola wektorowego f i podrozmaito6ci A. 

Ynp&BJHieMOCTb npoeKTHpyeMbiX cHcTeM 

ynp&BJICHH.SI 

B CT&TLe BBO,II.HTC.II noH.IITHe f npoeKTHBHO:R H& S CHCTeMLI ynp&BJieHH.II 

,II.11.11 CJIY'f&.ll npOH3B01ILHO:R CHCTeMLI ynp&BJieHH.II OnHCLIB&eMo:R B~KTOpHLIM 

noneM ynp&BJIE!HH:A: f H npOH3B01ILHOrO nO,II.MHOroo6p&3H.II S npocTp&HCTB& 

COCTO.IIHH:R. IlpH ecTeCTBeHHO:R npe,II.nOCLIJIKe 0 Tp&HCBepc&JILHOCTH f no OT

HOIIIeHHI() K onpe,II.eneHHOMY no,II.MHoroo6pasHro A, ,II.OK&3&Ho cyw;ecTBOB&HHe 

1IOK&1ILHO:R ynp&BJI&eMOCTH B,II.OJIL peiiieHH.II OTHeceHH.II ,I1.11.11 npoeKTHpyeMO:R 

cHcTeMLI ynpaBneHH.II f H& K&:>K,II.OM notJ.MHoroo6pasHH S, KOTOpoe B onpe,II.e

neHHOM CMLICJie H&np&BJieHO Tp&HCBepC&JILHO K A. IloK&33H01 'fTO CBO:RCTBO 

ynp&BJI.IIeMOCTH reHep&THBHO no OTHOIIIeHHI()' K H&'f&JILHLIM ,II.&HHLIM1 BeK

TOpHOMY nonro, no,II.MHoroo6pas:u;ro A. 


